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Abstract: This paper uses a neural network approach transformer of taxi driver behavior to predict
the next destination with geographical factors. The problem of predicting the next destination is
a well-studied application of human mobility, for reducing traffic congestion and optimizing the
electronic dispatching system’s performance. According to the Intelligent Transport System (ITS),
this kind of task is usually modeled as a multi-class problem. We propose the novel model Deep
Wide Spatial-Temporal-Based Transformer Networks (DWSTTNs). In our approach, the encoder
and decoder are the transformer’s primary units; with the help of Location-Based Social Networks
(LBSN), we encode the geographical information based on visited semantic locations. In particular,
we trained our model for the exact longitude and latitude coordinates to predict the next destination.
The benefit in the real world of this kind of research is to reduce the customer waiting time for a ride
and driver waiting time to pick up a customer. Taxi companies can also optimize their management
to improve their company’s service, while urban transport planner can use this information to better
plan the urban traffic. We conducted extensive experiments on two real-word datasets, Porto and
Manhattan, and the performance was improved compared to the previous models.

Keywords: intelligent transport system; geographical factors; location base social networks

1. Introduction

The world’s population is continuously making urban centers their home, and the
result is that large cities are now overpopulated. About 54% of the world’s population
lives in urban areas, especially in metropolises where better working and entertainment
opportunities are available [1]. In cities, various jobs, education and training platforms,
and fast communication modes are available within a few kilometers. In cities, increasing
immediate mobility creates emissions due to heavy traffic. Optimizing the available
mobility system will help enhance people’s lives by providing them with more mobility
and a more stable environment. The purpose of this field of research is to enable transport
companies to provide better service. Better service facilities reduce fuel consumption,
waiting time for customers and drivers, and traffic congestion, as well as ease of mobility.

The road traffic system has experienced rapid development; in a citywide traffic man-
agement system, road traffic monitoring and predicting plays a crucial role [2]. In recent
years, mobile devices have increased dramatically. Smartphones and GPS-based portable
devices have led to unexpected growth in traffic trajectory data [3]. Modeling the trajectory
and destination forecasting are important not only for monitoring urban traffic but also
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many other exciting applications, for instance, targeted advertising based on destination,
Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs) [4], intelligent traveling schedule [5], and re-
ducing travel costs, and energy consumption optimized scheduling strategies. Recently
visited locations strongly influence the next location prediction of a trajectory [6]. Similarly,
a trajectory’s final destination prediction is strongly connected to existing neighboring
locations [2].

In the literature, past traffic data prediction problems have been extensively studied in
terms of travel time, taxi demand, and traffic flow volume. In traffic data prediction, the
first applied time series prediction methods and machine learning methods include Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and its
components [7], respectively. However, the drawback of such methods is they ignore the
spatial correlation data. In recent years, deep learning, which has achieved great success in
natural language process [8] and computer vision [9], for traffic prediction has been widely
used [10]. Many researchers combine the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) with the
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and to find temporal [11] and spatial correlations [9].
In traffic data prediction [12], the models merging CNN and RNN and their versions are
also extensively used. In these combined methods, the spatial features are extracted by
CNN first, then the temporal features by RNN, and finally the forecast is made. For taxi
preallocation systems, we believe the passengers’ destination information is critical. Without
considering the passengers’ destinations distribution, the taxi preallocation systems based
solely on the forecasted taxi destination demand will suffer the following issues:

• There are city management rules that limited traffic, for example Beijing’s driving
restriction policy [13]. Some drivers are allowed to driving in some specified regions.
Suppose a region is assigned to a taxi driver where most passengers are going to a
place. In that case, that place is restricted to taxi drivers. In such circumstances, he/she
cannot take an order, resulting in a waste of resources.

• To carry the passengers, some taxi drivers prefer passengers going to their familiar
regions. Meanwhile, some taxi drivers are unwilling to take short trip orders for a
small profit. If most passengers’ destination are too close to the pick-up location or the
region is outside of his/her operating regions, the driver may reject those requests.

• Suppose the driver is dispatched to an area where most passengers travel to his/her
unfamiliar areas to carry the passengers to their destination. In that case, the taxi
drivers may spend more time, despite being guided by GPS. Such taxi driver behaviors
will reduce the level of passengers’ satisfaction and taxi market operating efficiency.

To address the above challenges, we propose a novel model, Deep Wide Spatial-
Temporal-Based Transformer Networks (DWSTTNs). Considering long-range modeling
dependencies, the transformer becomes more efficient. As compared to the previous state-
of-the-art baselines, our proposed model improves the prediction performance of the next
drop-off point of a taxi. We take the whole trajectory, as our model considers the individual
driver’s history. The driver history consists of the most recent visited points, for instance
pick-up points and drop-off points. As the geographically next drop-off point of such
locations, we take FourSquare to propose the semantic illustration based on LBSN. We
tested our model on two real-world datasets belonging to two different cities in the USA:
Manhattan and Porto. The dataset of Porto was used with the winning model of the
ECML/PKDD 2015. Our model improves on the various settings by 35% compared to the
winning model ECML/PKDD. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We propose a deep spatial-temporal transformer-based model, DWSTTNs. Our model
dynamically captures spatial-temporal-based long-range dependencies. In our ap-
proach, we design encoder and decoder units. Both are the primary components of
the transformer. Our model improves the prediction performance of the next drop-off
point of a taxi. We take the whole trajectory, as our model considers the individual
driver’s history. With the help of a LBSN API, with data coming from the social
website FourSquare, we encode the geographical bases of visited semantic locations.
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• We design a spatial-temporal-based transformer. The spatial transformer captures the
time-varying spatial dependencies dynamically. The temporal transformer captures
the temporal dependencies. They work with the transformer’s dynamic attention
mechanism with feed-forward layers to make more efficient and accurate predictions.

• We used two real-world datasets of two different cities, namely Manhattan and Porto.
Our model improves the results by a large margin compared to the previous state-of-
the-art baselines.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on
the next destination problem. Section 3 presents the preliminaries and problem statement.
Section 4 presents our proposed architecture with its encoder and decoder units and the
spatial and temporal transformers. Section 5 presents the results, dataset description,
prepossessing, baseline comparison with the previous state-of-the-art model, experimental
setup, and hyperparameter setting. Section 6 is the discussion. Section 7 concludes with
future work.

2. Literature Review

Traffic forecasts have been widely studied for many decades. However, it is still an in-
spiring problem because of the dynamic spatial and nonlinear temporal dependencies [9,10].
In general, the research phase has gone through two stages of growth, i.e., the data-driven
stage and the mathematical model-driven stage. The frameworks are delineated unevenly
into parameterized, non-parameterized, and hybrid models of integration [14].

In the older phase, forecasting destination flow was predominantly driven by mathe-
matical models, and a parametric model was often the central element of the prediction
model. The standard frameworks are time series-based statistical analysis methods, for ex-
ample the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model and its variants [15].
The ARIMA model takes into account the intrinsic significance over terms of traffic vari-
ables and incorporates self-regression for prediction [16–23]. There is no need to acknowl-
edge certain exogenous variables for their simplicity in nature and it is only driven by
endogenous variables, but the time series or its distinction should be consistent. As a
linear relationship model, the ARIMA model is not sufficient for explaining the association
around nonlinear variables and dynamic changes.

Non-parameterized models primarily include Support Vector Regression (SVR), k-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and most popular Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) [24]. The models belonging to ANN, particularly deep neural
networks that have been progressively established in recent decades, CNN and RNN,
may define complex nonlinear relationships between variables. Ren et al. [25] proposed
an efficient method for the forecasting of the nonlinear and non-periodic speed of traffic
flow on city roads. This method is based on a deep convolutional strategy, for extremely
fluctuating road segments. Neural networks achieved an average increase in prediction
performance from 0.9% to 3.3% and improved consistently up to 23.8% for individual
road segments [26]. The developed deep network architecture [27] Stacked Autoencoder
(SAE) for traffic local highway network flow regression suggests that deep networks could
better capture the features of data spatial-temporal correlation compared to traditional
shallow models, such as machine learning algorithms, backpropagation neural networks,
and SVM, for prediction. It could be possible to increase accuracy [28] substantially. Since
CNN is able to retrieve the correlation of spatial characteristics and RNN can obtain the
correlation of temporal features, the incorporation of the two has the ability to distinguish
visual characteristics. It is also commonly used for the spatial-temporal study of traffic
flow. Duan et al. [29] designed Spatial Recurrent Convolutionary Networks (SRCNs) to
transform motor vehicle speeds in urban road networks into images, estimated vehicle
speed using image sequence analysis, and evaluated its greater efficiency compared to
models such as SVM and SAE [30]. The authors of [31] used a deep neural hybrid network
made up of CNN and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to study the GPS taxi trajectory
data and predict the city-wide road network.
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Taking into consideration the spatial-temporal features of the traffic flow, the adjust-
ments have expanded the conventional forecast of traffic movement from road segments
to the whole city-wide road network [32]. In addition, Ma et al. [33] implemented RNN
to the taxi destination forecast, predicting the destination of the taxi on the basis of the
GPS location of the taxi after its departure. The results indicate RNN’s excellent forecast
performance [34]. Deep learning technologies have been used to forecast the future of a
recurrent neural network-restricted Boltzmann machine deep correlation model formu-
lated using congestion in large-scale transport networks. Yao et al [35] implemented GPS
trajectory information to forecast the formation, distribution, and dissipation of traffic
congestion [36]. To take more exogenous dependencies into account, the deep fusion
network [37] and the Deep Spatial-Temporal Multi-View Network (DMVST-Net) [38] were
developed to determine the demands of individuals for online taxi-hailing applications,
which outperformed ARIMA and multi-layer perceptron. The authors of [39] presented
the diffusion of a convolutionary recurrent neural network for traffic flow forecasting and
attained a 12–15% rise in the forecast’s performance [40].

In 2008, RNN technology was implemented to analyze wireless communication net-
work traffic, which was the first attempt to use deep learning-based knowledge for network
destination projection [41]. RNN performed better than the Gravity method when forecast-
ing destination problem, demonstrating the vast potential of RNN in the network analytics.
Much research has been performed on the current stage of the taxi destination flow fore-
cast, and various traffic data have been used in this research. Hlupić, et al. [42] utilized
LSTM to collect data flow of metro travelers in order to predict complex destination flows
among metro network locations, which enhanced performance compared to conventional
VAR and Calendar methods [43]. Nevertheless, this technique cannot fully forecast the
dynamic taxi destination flows because the metro lines are comparatively fixed, the roads
or highways have a small scale compared to the metropolitan road traffic network, and
the time between the metro stations is static. In particular, as traffic data have grown
more widely, non-parameterized forecast models have become the more accurate traffic
forecasting models. They have started to play a role in nonlinear, static, and dynamic
processes and spatial-temporal analyses. In addition, these kinds of models can be coupled
with the environmental influences for further enhancing prediction accuracy [44].

To address the limitations of the methods discussed above, we propose the novel
DWSTTNs model. In our framework, the encoder and decoder are the primary units of the
transformer. The Location Based Social Networks (LBSN) application helps; we encode the
geographical information bases od visited semantic locations. In particular, we trained our
model for the exact longitude and latitude coordinates to predict the next destination.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss the formal definition of the taxi destination problem. We also
provide the important notations and previous research theory. Then, we briefly introduce
the transformer with its encoder and decoder with an attention mechanism. In the end, we
provide the implication of our proposed solution.

Definition 1. Let us have a spatial-temporal point ω. The expression ω is the couple of ω=(t, L)
visited, where t is a time interval and the longitude and latitude are the location L = (i, j). At the
visited location, i and j are the spatial coordinates. These coordinates are given in a Coordinate
Reference System (CRS), namely the longitude and latitude, CRS World Geodetic System (WGS84).

Definition 2. We predict the taxi’s next destination according to the driver’s behavior. Let β be
a taxi driver, the trajectory Tβ is a path where the taxi driver rides the taxi, Tβ= P1, P2, . . . , Pn.
The trajectory time-ordered sequence is composed of the alternative passenger pick-up and drop-off
points based on spatial-temporal facts. We provide the notation of the last rides of the taxi driver β
as n

2 . In Figure 1, we illustrate Definitions 1 and 2.
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Problem Statement. As per definitions, for the taxi driver β, the trajectory of the taxi
is Tβ. Tβ ∪ Pn+1, where Pn+1, is the current pick-up point. Our problem is finding the
taxi’s next destination according to the behavior of the taxi driver. The next destination
prediction is the drop-off location ln+2 = (in+2, jn+2), which is the actual destination of the
taxi driver β and ln+2 ∈ Rixj .

Figure 1. (Left) The whole city graph divided into the CRS i.e., latitude and longitude; and (Right) the
LBSN-based driver trajectory as customer pick-up and drop-off. Shaded lines show the driver trajectory,
while blue, red, and green nodes show the pick-up/drop-off points.

4. Material and Method

A transformer is an architecture transforming one sequence into another. All of these
processes are done with the help of the encoder and decoder. However, as compared to
the previously existing sequence-to-sequence models, the transformer is different from
RNN, and it belongs to the non-RNN family. The attention mechanisms are the entire
backbone of the transformer, which makes it possible for the target access any part of the
sequences regardless of its distance [45,46]. In essence, the structure of the transformer
is organized into encoder and decoder modules, as shown in Figure 2. Similar encoder
modules are stacked at the bottom of the stacked decoder modules. The construction of
each encoder module is composed of a position-wise feed-forward layer and self-attention
layer, while the decoder module has one additional layer as compared to the encoder part
(the encoder–decoder attention layer). The encoder and decoder parts are bridged by a
layer inserted between the self-attention and feed-forward layers.

During transformation, we embed trajectory sequences of each driver similar to
sequences of words/tokens. Inside the transformer, the multi-head attention layers in a
sequence from multiple aspects (heads) attach different importance to the words/token.
The output belongs to different heads to aggregate all the information that is concatenated
and passed through a linear transformation. The encoder–decoder attention layers and
self-attention layers are the same as the attention mechanism behind the scenes [47]. As an
example, we take self-attention. On the sequences of token as trajectories, it operates as
T = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn), each of which is prepared by a random vector and passed through a
linear transformation after being updated by using a weighted sum of any other words.
The weights are assigned by their similarities, which is also called the attention score. We
take the update of Ti as an example.

yi = Σn
j=1aij(TjWV) (1)
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In the above equation, yi is the updated of Ti and aij is the attention score. We can
measure the similarity between Ti and Tj as:

aij =
exp(Cij)

Σn
K=1exp(Cik)

(2)

where we measure the compatibility Cij of two linearly transformed Ti and Tj. We calculate
the scaled dot product as:

Cij =
(TiWQ)(TjWK)

T
√

h
(3)

To strengthen the expressiveness of the transformer, three linear transformation matrices
are represented as WV , WK, and WQ, with h the dimension of the output. The three linear
transformation matrices are equal to W.

Figure 2. Main framework: (Left) the encoder part; and (Right) the decoder part.

There are five components of our deep wide model DWSTTNs, where each component
works as follows.

1. We designed novel spatial and temporal transformers. In our approach, both trans-
formers are based on a multi-modal embedding module to embed the spatial-temporal
features jointly. As the encoder part, spatial and temporal transformer embedding
layers convert the input token to the dimensional vectors. The input element, through
the spatial and temporal transformer, make the information ordered through the
positional encoding part. The purpose of positional embedding is to preserve the
sequential order in a sequence. We can define mathematically positional encoding as
follows.

posembedding(pos,2i)
= sin(

pos

10000
2i
h
) (4)

posembedding(pos,2i+1)
= cos(

pos

10000
2i
h
) (5)
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In the above equation, i is the dimension of the position embedding and h is the size
of the hidden layers.

W
⊙

pos_embeddingpos ∈ Rh (6)

where W is the three linear transformation matrices and
⊙

is the concatenation oper-
ator.

2. To deal with GPS data, we use novel sources of information to embed spatial and
temporal features. The novel sources are data from LBSNs and mobile phones. These
sources can be exploited for human mobility behavior data and to make city traffic
more efficient. We used FourSquare. This LBSN provides the number and types of
activities in the target area, also giving insight into how many people can get coverage
in that zone. All the information gathered can then be used to infer the destinations
of the taxi.

3. We process the sequential data belonging to GPS traces and spatial-temporal input
features gathering and applied the attention mechanism. The working of the attention
module cell is presented in Figure 3.

4. The transformer network learns the spatial and temporal features. Our networks’
learning is based on the embedding of spatial-temporal features extracted from taxi
driver behavior and semantic features.

5. Prediction is the last part of our network architecture. The encoder and decoder
stack combine the output of previous modules and complete the prediction task. The
prediction component consists of the SoftMax layer and the linear layer. The SoftMax
layer has several neurons. The number of neurons is represented as m = |C|. With the
help of a clustering algorithm, we define a set of location clusters C. The clustering
algorithm, i.e., K-mean, trains all the trajectories of the destination. We use latitude
and longitude values; each point of the trajectory is assigned to the closest centroid
Ci. The coordinates of neuron clusters represent longitude and latitude by adding the
two neurons with the output layer. Note that adjusting the initialized weights of the
matrix with cluster centers operation is equal to the superficial linear output layer.

Figure 3. The working of the encoder cell.

4.1. Spatial Transformer

In this subsection, we elaborate on the component of our transformer network. The
spatial transformer consists of the spatial positional embedding layer—the longitude and
latitude of the pick-up and drop-off points. The spatial transformer block is fused with
the liner and scaled dot product of the weighted sum. The spatial-temporal embedding
layer learns to incorporate the spatial-temporal positional information, for instance location,
clusters, neurons, etc. Therefore, in the transformer feed-forward structures, there are no
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convolutional or recurrent operations. The spatial position of a trajectory, distance, and time
determine the spatial dependencies of the previous trajectory rides that should be utilized to
predict the future. As the next taxi destination prediction, the transformer injects the prior
positional embedding as input sequences. For the learning of our network, we adopt the
learnable spatial embedding positions in the embedding layer.

Updating the grid, the input features are projected into the high-dimensionally latent
subspace. These subspaces are learnable mappings. The learnable parameters are realized
in the feed-forward neural networks. In the single head attention, three subspaces are
obtained for each trajectory. The names of the three subspaces are (Q, K, V). In our model,
we feed the query layer and the value. The linear layer gets the value through the vector.
In our problem, we estimate the error rate in the distance in terms of kilometers, queries,
and keys to undergo the scaled dot product to produce a score of the error in kilometers.
The mathematical equations are formulated as follows:

[SQ = PSTq
s , SK = PSTk

s , SV = PSTv
s ] (7)

where Tq
s , Tk

s , Tv
s are the weighted matrices of spatial transformer and SQ, SK, SV are the

spatial subspaces. PS represents the spatial input features. The spatial scaled dot product
of the three latent high-dimensional subspace is

SS = So f tMax(
SQ(SK)T

√
d

K
S

)× SV (8)

The spatial weighted matrices and subspaces are Tq
s .SQ, Tk

s .SK, Tv
s .SV = WS.

4.2. Temporal Transformer

In the task related to transportation, temporal dependencies are the matter for future
prediction. Therefore, we develop a temporal transformer. The purpose of this is to capture
the long-range temporal dependencies over time. The temporal transformer performs
this task efficiently and effectively. Compared with RNN and its variants, the transformer
captures the long-range temporal dependencies, and the calculations allow work with
parallelization for long, scaled sequence tasks. In the temporal transformer, a similar
temporal position is adopted as in the spatial transformer. The features are normalized and
transferred to the attention layer. We concatenate the spatial transformer’s input features
in each time step with the temporal transformer positional embedding. The purpose of
concatenation is to initialize the one-hot encoding and update it during the training to make
it more efficient. The attention mechanism of the transformer is multi-head attention, which
is important for modeling the temporal dependencies. The emporal transformer is the same
as the spatial transformer computed with three high subspace temporal dependencies. The
names of the three subspaces are (Q, K, V). The mathematical equations are formulated as:

[TQ = PTTq
t , TK = PTTk

t , TV = PTTv
t ] (9)

where Tq
t , Tk

t , Tv
t are the weighted matrices of temporal transformer and TQ, TK, TV are the

temporal subspaces. PT represents the temporal input features. The temporal scaled dot
product of the three latent high-dimensional subspace is

TS = So f tMax(
TQ(TK)T

√
d

K
S

)× TV (10)

The temporal weighted matrices and subspaces are Tq
t .TQ, Tk

t .TK, Tv
t .TV = WT .

The spatial-temporal weighted are WS.WT −→WST ∈ Rh.
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4.3. Transformer Attention Module

We process the sequential data belonging to GPS traces using transformer networks.
For this reason, we use the transformer encoder and decoder parts as a basic unit. ReLu is
used as the activation function. For spatial-temporal input features gathering, we apply
the attention mechanism. When the multi-heads finish their job, the job vector’s output
is added to the original positional input embedding. This is called residual connection.
The residual link completes their task, producing the output. This output goes through
the normalization layer. In the further processing, residual normalized production is
projected towards the point-wise feed-forward network. The main advantage of the
residual connections is that they train the networks directly. In other words, they allow the
gradient to flow through the network instantly. The purpose of using the normalization
layer is to stabilize the network. The advantage of stabilizing the network is that model
training time is greatly reduced. To make the attention output richer, the point-wise feed-
forward neural network is projected to the attention layer. After this task, the encoder
layer ends. All operations are encoded as input; this input represents continuous attention
information. This constant attention information helps the decoder; thus, the decoder
focuses on the appropriate words. During the training phase, this input helps the decoder.
For further information, we stack the encoder N times. The N times stack provides the
opportunity for the attention layer to better learn to represent differently. This increases
the predictive power of the transformer.

The feed-forward neural network is a combination of two linear layers. The ReLu
activation functions are in between two layers. Two linear layers produce the output; these
layers are again added to the feed-forward neural networks and further normalized. The
more structural detail of the transformer is presented in Figure 3. The purpose of the
attention layer is to analyze which part is more important in the trajectory and capture
it. In the end, this layer is combined with the input sequence. Thus, the transformer
layers capture part of the sequence, which helps the current trajectory to trace mobility
regularities.

4.4. Learning Transformer Network

The temporal order data of GPS locations are based on tracing mobility. As in the
previous studies, RNN outperforms different architectures such as MLPs for mobility
tracing with sequential data. These networks are not tailored to work with sequential
data and temporal data. However, the limitation of RNN is that the training data cannot
be parallelized. The transformer network takes place with parallelization to process the
sequential data and temporal data.

Furthermore, the previous research mainly focuses on the fine-grained single trajecto-
ries to predict the next taxi destination. In other words, these methods are based on all GPS
location points of each ride [9]. The previous research has some important limitations; for
instance, a vast volume of data of all GPS points of a trip are stored and almost all trajectory
points are needed to predict the ending point. To avoid the problem mentioned above, we
model the trajectory according to the definitions in the Preliminaries Section. The GPS
point sequences of pick-up and drop-off are composed of pairs for several taxi rides. This
is the best way to not keep all pick-up and drop-off points of the whole trajectory. In this
way, the prediction takes place instantaneously; only the trip starts and pick-up location
information is available. Therefore, most mobility models are set as the classification prob-
lem to predict the next location—the mobility model’s goal is to classify the location we
predict. We find the main drawback of this approach is during the model training, where
most of the locations are unseen. The model never produces several locations. To overcome
this drawback, we propose making the coordinates two different functions, longitude and
latitude, to predict the destination.

The spatial part has the location clusters. In the prediction part, as mentioned above,
we define the set of clusters of locations as m=|C|. We calculate the clusters with the
K-means clustering algorithm. The algorithm trains the destination of all the trajectories.
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We keep each point of the trajectory during the training process as consequently assigned
to the nearest centroid Ci. According to the Preliminaries Section, trajectory Tβ is translated
into the new mapped cluster. The new clusters are traced as CTβ = C1, C2, . . . , Cn. In
the traced clusters, Ci is the hash of the cluster; this cluster is closest to the point. Since
longitude and latitude are the points, we work with longitude and latitude values. We
use the Haversine distance between the two points P1 and P2. The Haversine distance
formula is helpful to compute the next taxi destination prediction. The formula is defined
as follows:

Dhaversine(P1, P2) = 2R

√
a(dP1, dP2)

a(dP1, dP2)− 1
(11)

a(P1, P2) = sin2(
(φ2 − φ1)

2
) + cos(φ1)cos(φ2)sin2(

λ2 − λ1

2
) (12)

In the above equation, R is the radius of the Earth, (λi, φi). i = 1, 2, 3..., are the values
of longitude and latitude coordinates with probability Pi.

Our model, the spatial transformer, is an embedded layer that captures all information,
for instance, time, day, mobility, influence by human mobility, and semantic classification of
each place. Furthermore, each location represents a single feature; we apply it to the spatial
transformer cluster embedding layer as input feature sequences. In this way, the origin and
destination co-occurrence is based on dense representation and then based on the other
transformer module. These modules help us gather all sequential information visited in the
last locations. We apply our transformer network as a basic model, encoder, and decoder
to make effective human mobility for this task. Inside the transformer, the attention layer
consists of multi-head attention, which passes the information as an input sequence to
the feed-forward neural layer. The feed-forward layer is equivalent to applying two 1× 1
convolution layers that capture the driver mobility from the previously visited locations.
The final prediction part of our model consists of the SoftMax layer. This is followed by
the linear layer and scale dot product layer. These layers work together to estimate the
longitude and latitude values of the taxi’s next destination.

4.4.1. Spatial-Temporal Feature Extraction and Embedding

Mobility in the ITS has multiple governing factors, for instance geographical and
daytime characteristics of visited places. Each zone has specific activities; we assign the
location of each zone a particular meaning related to the activity. Thus, the representation
of a particular area is important for analyzing mobility. The benefit of this is that the
information is enriched related to each location. In our model, we propose the multi-
module embedding module. The module joins the spatial-temporal information and driver
features to represent a vector, for the feed-forward neural networks. Some of the external
features are available to make predictions more accurate; for example, weather condition
features are concatenated as the input vector.

4.4.2. Taxi Driver Behavior Features

For the taxi driver’s behavioral feature mapping, we map the categorical features of
the taxi driver. The first important item is time; we express the time of day in hours, e.g.,
h ∈ [1, 24]. The total number of days in a week is represented as weekdays, wkd = [1, 7].
On weekdays, days are divided into different categories, such as working day, weekend,
holiday, and pre-holiday. The modeling of these features is done as a one-hot representation.
We make a separate spatial and temporal transformers, which produce the vector’s dense
representation with the embedding layer in our model network. In our model, weights are
updated during the training phase.

4.4.3. Spatial Embedding with Semantic Features

The spatial semantic features are given to the set of location cluster C, and each
cluster is set with the POI. Each POI assigns the nearest cluster. The details of the POI are
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explained in the Dataset Description Section. We map trajectory with each given point
CTβ. The mapped trajectory builds the features, associated with POI. The venue of the
POI is hierarchically characterized, e.g. educational places and other places to libraries
and universities. The categories of POI represent the aggregated representation of the
area. In the embedding portion in the spatial transformer, we model the spatial semantic
features. The semantic features are based on the POI; they are associated with the trajectory.
We count the macro-categories of the POI aggregated with the trajectory. The cluster
embedding has the feature of measuring each category in the cluster.

4.4.4. Spatial Zone Embedding

Spatial features reflect, in a semantic manner, the time-independent features, not
capturing the region’s dynamics in a specific area. In this perspective, human mobility data
are the best source to learn for densely representing human mobility in a city. As a result,
the urban zone has similar embedding features and presents the same geometrical results
as each other. In this perspective, the human mobility is seen as a language sequence. In
this way, the location sequence is the sequence of words. This shows that the sequence
is modeled for the textual data. The sequences model uses natural language processing.
In our approach, in the hidden state, it encodes the whole sentence; each word passed to
the decoder unit has a corresponding hidden state. The hidden states perform the task at
each step to decode the output coming from the encoding unit. The transformer is used
to translate in our approach; a word given to the positional embedding is learned from
the nearby occurrence word window. The similar words in the semantic perspective have
the same vector representation. Each location cluster is labeled with a textual label. In
this way, we map the trajectory with the word sequences. The encoder and decoder units
enable us to learn the zone embedding. The zone embedding relies on the different zones
with different mobility relations. In Figure 4, the zone embedding each location cluster is
labeled with a textual label.

Figure 4. Encoder and decoder associations with cluster labeling.

4.5. Prediction Component

The prediction part is the last part of our network architecture. The encoder and
decoder parts complete the task to transfer tasks through feed-forward neural networks
towards the prediction part. The job of the decoder is to produce the output sequences
receiving input from the encoder. The decoder has the same sublayers as the encoder. The
decoder part consists of multi-head attention layers, residual connections, normalization
layers, and the feed-forward neural networks layer after each sublayer. All of these layers
work the same as compared to the encoder part; the only difference is that each multi-head
attention layer works differently. Inside the decoder, SoftMax gets the word probabilities.
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The decoder is attached to the linear layer, acting as the classifier. The decoder begins
to work with a token. The encoder takes the previous output as input; the last output is
based on the encoder. The output contains the attention information. When the decoder
produces output as the token, the decoder stops working. This component of our net-
work combines the output to complete the prediction task. The prediction component
consists of the SoftMax layer and the liner layer. The SoftMax layer has several neurons.
The number of neurons is represented as m = |C|. The temporal transformer generates
the number of neurons as input. The transformer network must evaluate the destination
point coordinates. The coordinates are represented as longitude and latitude by adding the
two neurons with the additional output layer. It is worth mentioning here that it adjusts
the weight of the initialized matrix with the cluster equal to the simple linear output layer.
The mathematical expression is defined as follows. Let the predicted destination be ŷ. The
SoftMax probability layer is Pli.

ŷ = ΣC
i=1PliCi (13)

Pli =
exp(ei)

ΣC
j=1exp(ej)

(14)

5. Results

Taxi trajectory data have great interest for making better transportation infrastructures
and policies—the trajectory data are used for observation, evaluation, and optimization.
The modern big cities have a common problem with traffic congestion. This problem is
due to the improper planning of roads, less control, and less maintenance. Our work used
two real-world datasets belonging to the New York cities of Manhattan and Porto. The
Porto dataset was released by the Kaggle competition ECML/PKDD 2015. The availability
of this dataset allows us to compare our model with the state-of-the-art model, namely the
winning approach of 2015. The taxi mobility data become enriched due to the information
provided about people’s activities in each visited location. The people’s activities enrich the
dataset with geo-located text. The features belong to POI; we used FourSquare to extract
the POI features, providing each location representation.

5.1. Taxi Mobility on Porto and Manhattan Datasets

The Porto city dataset is composed of 1.7 million taxi trajectory records [48]. The
dataset comes from 442 taxies. We obtained the 200,000 taxi trajectory trips. We selected
600 drivers out of the initial 5000. The dataset period is from 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014.
Figure 5 represents the pick-up and drop-off points of the taxi driver trajectories. The GPS
point of each ride provides mobility trace as pick-up and drop-off locations. At the pick-up
point and drop-off points, we sampled spatial-temporal features every 15 s. The Manhattan
dataset is very big [49]. The Manhattan dataset was collected from 3 January 2013 to
3 January 2014. The dataset comes from 13,426 taxies, driven by 35,000 different drivers.
The GPS point of each ride provides mobility trace as pick-up and drop-off locations. In
Figure 6, green bubbles illustrate the pick-up and red bubbles the drop-off of the passenger.
We obtained 9,100,000 taxi trajectory trips. At the pick-up point and drop-off point, we
sampled spatial-temporal features every 10 s.

Furthermore, each trip has some metadata information, such as taxi id and the origin
type. We take the origin of the call; day type when call is generated (working day, holiday,
and weekend), and the kind of origin. When the ride starts, we attached the starting
timestamp to the ride. All of the above metadata helped us collect some useful information
about peoples’ mobility, such as going to the office, returning home, etc. According to
the Preliminaries Section, we mapped our Porto dataset according to each GPS trace. The
behavior of taxi driver traces was used as an input sequence of pick-up points and drop-off
points. In addition, we grouped the taxi drivers with driver id. The drivers have different
timestamps; we sorted them in ascending order. The taxi pick-up points and drop-off
points helped create a taxi trajectory. We made a taxi trajectory according to our trajectory
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definition and problem statement. In our work, we imposed Tβ = 8, namely the pick-up and
drop off points were made with the four past trips. Keeping the relevant history represents
an excellent trade-off. In this way, to learn our model of driver behaviors, we maintained
adequate trajectories for each driver. In our model, we picked the driver relative to the same
time-shift driver, and we used the sequences of the trip that are not separated by more than
3 h from each other.

Figure 5. Taxi driver ride trajectories in KMs.

Figure 6. Blue and green bubbles illustrate the pick-up and drop-off points.

5.2. Taxi Trajectory with Point of Interest

The POI is usually composed of the location coordinates such as longitude and latitude.
The POI also has some textual information according to the activity of that place. The
particular area of POI provides a different level of details regarding activity characterization,
based on the hierarchical categorization. Therefore, hierarchical categorization examples
are Medical, Food, Chinese Restaurant, and Western Restaurant. In the extraction of the
POI points, we used FourSquare as a source. FourSquare is a web-based geolocation social
network system. This social network recommends the place with activity details. This
social network API supports 100,000 requests free of charge per day. Each LBSN sets the
location hierarchy according to their category. The category is based on the activity of
each location in the database, such as shops or restaurants. LBSNs, following the semantic
characteristics, location, and activity recommended semantically, are associated with the
historical path on behalf of the POI. For example, to establish the way of activity, the
Liberty Hospital path belonging to Medical is created as: Medical—Kingadward Hospital—
Youhana Hospital. As we target the POI name, the structure mentioned above is more
informative. The structure we established follows the combination of the features; each
node keeps enriched proximity information.
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LBSNs such as FourSquare consider the macro-categories of POI. The category is
Professional and other places, namely Residence, College and University, shops, Food,
Services, Art and Entertainment, and Travel and Transport. We extracted 8500 POI for Porto
from the FourSquare source, and 65,300 POI for Manhattan. The interesting factors are
census data and land usage. However, we limit our model only to POI. In addition to POI
extractions, there is also the availability of other interesting information on geographical
data. However, additional information is not consistently available. The other cities’
dataset availability is not uniform in terms of their definition convergence. In Figure 7,
we represent the historical pick-up and drop-off points to predict the next destination and
repeat the input features with timestamp t.

Figure 7. Driver’s trajectory fed into our model (Pt are pick-up points and Dt are drop-off points).

5.3. Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we compared our DWSTTNs with
seven baseline methods and tuned the parameters for all models. Our model was compared
with the following state-of-the-art baselines.

ARIMA. In the time series forecasting problem, the ARIMA model is a well-known
model to predict the future values of time series.

Nearest Neighbors (NN). In this model, the pick-up point of the taxi is given. This
model processes and generates the output. The outputs of NN are the longitude and
latitude of the closest cluster centroid.

Multi-Layer Perception (MLP). This model is implemented with the winning chal-
lenge ECML/PKDD 2015. In this model, the input features are extracted. The extracted
features receive the representation of the taxi trajectory. The trajectory is composed of
the first five GPS points and the last five GPS points. This combination of the GPS points
is associated with metadata. The MLP network contains standard hidden layers as well
as 500 ReLu activation functions [41]. The MLP network follows the SoftMax layer with
neurons m= |C|. If we compare our approach with the MLP approach, we assign each
longitude and latitude to the given set of the cluster centroid. Thus, the output through the
predicted layer is ŷ, which is the weighted average between the destination cluster centroid
and the SoftMax layer. In the MLP, the problem is optimized with multi-class classification.
The loss function is used for evaluation as cross-entropy. The Stochastic Gradient Descent
trains the MLP model. The batch size is 200 and the learning rate is 0.001.

Multi-layer perception-SEQ (MMLP-SEQ). The MMLP-SEQ is trained with the same
MLP. The only difference is not using the first five GPS points and the last five GPS points
as input.

Fully Connected (FC-LSTM). The LSTM is the most straightforward traditional ap-
proach. LSTM uses only the input representation constituted by the driver and time
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representation. The longitude and latitude coordinates of the zone are fully connected
and fed as the location in the embedding layer. The weights are adjusted randomly. The
training process is allowed to update the weights.

Long- Short-Term Memory (BOC+W2V). Bag of Concept + W2V works with LSTM.
The purpose of the W2V is to represent the recurrent neural network included with both
BOC and W2V features. One more difference is that, instead of the zone embedding with
BOC, the coordinates of the zone are embedded with W2V.

Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks (ST-GCN). ST-GCN purely de-
pends on the spatial and temporal components. ST-GCN uses graph weights with spatial-
temporal features to embed with transformer architecture. The traffic transformer captures
the continuity and periodicity of time series and models the spatial dependency.

5.4. Experimental Setting

In our experimental settings, all experiments were conducted on the NVIDIA 2060
RTX GPU and Google clouds. We trained our proposed model with a Mean Squared Error
(MSE) as a loss function. We used Adam as an optimizer. We trained our epochs from 100
to 300 with a batch size of 16. The learning rate was 10−3. We performed experiments on
each dataset independently 6–7 times. The average result was compared with the previous
state-of-the-art baselines models, as shown in Table 1. We used two real-world datasets
belonging to Porto and Manhattan. We predicted the error distance rate to predict the next
taxi destination with different POI at different times. The dataset is publicly available on
Kaggle, and POI is extracted through the FourSquare social network.

We performed our experiments on the Porto and Manhattan datasets. We used 200,000
and 350,000 taxi rides, respectively. In both datasets, we split our model randomly for
training, test, and validation sets. The splitting ratio was 70%,15%, and 20%. According
to trajectory Definitions 1 and 2, the Porto and Manhattan datasets are composed of full
trajectory with pick-up and drop-off points. Our dataset nature is unbalanced, and the
spatial nature of the problem of calculating the stand classification means accuracy and
F1-score are not appropriate. Due to this nature of the datasets, they do not give the
adequate quantification of the error. We used t the Error Distance Score (EDS) defined as
Haversine distance. The Haversine distance predicts the distance between two points, the
current destination and actual destination of the trip.

EDS.kms = dhaversine(ŷ, y) (15)

In above equation, ŷ is the predicted location and y is the exact destination.

Table 1. The error distance score of all state-of-the-art baseline models on Porto and Manhattan
datasets. The trajectory was only the pick-up and drop-off points.

Models Porto Manhattan

ARIMA 6.220 5.380
NN 3.215 2.375

MMLP 3.211 2.543
MMLP-SEQ 3.003 2.554

FC-LSTM 2.923 2.111
LSTM(BOC+W2V) 2.88 2.088

ST-GCN 2.67 2.00
DWSTTNs (Ours) 1.95 1.33

5.5. Hyperparameter Setting and Training

We used two real-world datasets. Wwe tuned the parameters of our model for each
dataset. In Table 2, we summarize our hyperparameters settings with training and testing
time. During the parameters tuning phase, we performed grid search on the number of
neurons. We also adjusted the number of layers and the learning rate. The validation set was
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evaluated to verify the model’s performance by selecting the values of the parameters, as
shown in Table 2. We used the K-means algorithm for training the model with K parameters.
As a fair comparison with the previous work, we set parameters 3392 for the Porto dataset
and 2000 for the Manhattan dataset. It is important to note that the model is unbiased to select
the number of clusters. In other words, the model selects a certain minimum level to choose
the clusters. The distance between clusters and centroid is very small. As compared to the
ratio of distance, the quantity of clusters is high.

After a certain limit, no further improvement occurred when adding more clusters
during the training. We set the size of a layer for each feature as 10. The location of the
embedding layer was equal to the size of 20. The transformer encoder and decoder worked
on setting the size of FourSquare macro-categories; the size was equal to 10. The input
dimension of the linear layer and scaled dot product were obtained through the vector’s
size. After concatenating with embedding layers and feed-forward neural networks, the
vector was received, following all previous research representation to a fair comparison. We
trained our model using the Adam optimizer. We trained the model with separate values
of longitude and latitude. The model shares the underlying structures, such as embedding,
including spatial and temporal transformers, linear layer, scaled dot product, weighted
sum layers, prediction layer, dropout layer, and feed-forward layer. We trained our model
with MSE as the loss function. We set checkpoints and early stopping to converge the
model. The main advantage of the early stopping is that we can stop our model training if
the model MSE score does not change on the validation set, such as setting a limit of 10 or
20 epochs. We computed the result of the MSE score on each epoch. During the training
phase, on the validation set, we could save the network parameters if we obtained a new
best MSE score. In our model architecture implementation, we used the parameters which
gave the best validation MSE score during the test phase. We set the dropout rate as 0.5 to
avoid the overfitting and our model with a window size of 5. We set the embedding size of
20 for dimensionality. We used Jupiter lab word embedding for the textual label using the
encoder and decoder phase.

Table 2. Hyperparameter setting and training summary.

City DataSet Batch Size Learning Rate Neurons Optimizer Activation Function Training Time (M) Testing Time (S)

Porto 16 10−3 256 Adam ReLU 74 o.23
Manhattan 16 10−3 256 Adam ReLU 69 0.17

5.6. Experimental Results

The performance results are compared in Table 2. We compared our results on the
Porto and Manhattan datasets with the previous state-of-the-art baselines models. Our
model outperforms the state-of-the-art models LSTM(BOC+W2V) and ST-GCN by a large
margin. We modeled with dynamic spatial and temporal dependencies, on both of which
our model consistently outperforms the previous models. Our model performance is
efficient and achieves long-range temporal dependencies and hidden spatial dependencies
effectively. We also observed that the performance of our model is much better than NN
and simple MMLP. As shown in Table 2, NN and MMLP performances are worst for
calculating the error distance score in kilometers. On the Porto dataset, our performance is
45–47% better than NN and MMLP and similar to the improved variant of MMLP-SEQ.
On the Manhattan dataset, our performance is 35–40% better than NN and MMLP and the
same as MMLP-SEQ. In our approach, we represent the input features constituted by the
driver and time. The spatial zone embedding is the coordinates of each zone cluster fed
into the embedding layer. The ARIMA model results are the worst of all baseline models.

The previous approach, FC-LSTM, and the improved variant with BOC and W2V,
perform well when combined with LSTM as LSTM(BOC+W2V). The error rate of the
improved version of LSTM(BOC+W2V) is lower. In the LSTM(BOC+W2V) approach, BOC
and W2V indicate the recurrent neural network with features. The ST-GCN is outperformed
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by LSTM(BOC+W2V). The error rate more improved compared to the previous models.
The transformer approach is new; being first used in 2017. The transformer encoder and
decoder perform NLP translation. On the Porto dataset, we compared the performance of
our approach with LSTM(BOC+W2V) and ST-GCN. Our approach performs 30–35% better
than the approaches mentioned above. On the Manhattan dataset, we obtained 25–32%
better results. Figure 8 illustrates the error distance score on Manhattan and Porto datasets.
In Figures 9 and 10, we compare DWSTTNs in regression and multi-class classification
settings, respectively. We removed two output neurons and used categorical cross-entropy
as a loss function during the training of classification models. In this way, the positions
of the locations were restricted to the list of centroids for clusters. However, through the
corresponding probability coming from the SoftMax layer, the coordinates were weighted
by each cluster centroid. The experimental results show the exact location by applying
the regression procedure on the longitude and latitude values. The rate of EDS decreased
on the Manhattan dataset, demonstrating the ability of the proposed method to perform
excellently on cities not equally extended in longitude and latitude.

Figure 8. Porto and Manhattan error distance score comparison with previous models.

Figure 9. The Regression and classification performance on Porto dataset.
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Figure 10. The Regression and classification performance on Manhattan dataset.

6. Discussion

We propose a prediction method of taxi driver next destination behavior modeling.
We studied the impacts of geographical information on the accuracy of the taxi journey
according to driver behavior. We obtained the following findings:

1. The problem of predicting the next destination is a well-studied application of human
mobility in-real world scenarios, which finds several applications—for instance, opti-
mizing the performance of electronic dispatching systems for predicting and reducing
traffic jams. With Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN), we encode the geograph-
ical bases of visited semantic locations. In particular, we trained our model for the
exact longitude and latitude coordinates to predict the next destination. We tasted our
approach based on the datasets of Porto and Manhattan.

2. Based on the DWSTTNs, including spatial-temporal semantics features led to a lower
MSE than the baseline method. We calculated the error distance rate on two datasets.
On the Porto dataset, the error rate of the ARIMA error rate was worst, while NN and
MMLP outperformed ARIMA. The two variants of LSTM, FC and BOC+W2V, per-
formed well as compared to MMLP and NN. LSTM variants gained an improvement
of 0.32 as compared to MMLP and NN. STGCN outperformed the LSTM variants;
the improvement rate was decreased by 0.20. The error rate of DWSTTNs decreased
by 0.72 compared to STGCN. The performance of all baseline methods is shown in
Figure 8.

3. Based on the Manhattan dataset, the error rate of the ARIMA error rate was worst,
while NN and MMLP outperformed ARIMA. The two variants of LSTM, FC and
BOC+W2V [50], performed well compared to MMLP and NN. The LSTM variants
gained an improvement of 0.42 compared to MMLP and NN. STGCN outperformed
the LSTM variants; the improvement rate was decreased by 0.88. The error rate of
DWSTTNs decreased by 0.67 compared to STGCN. The performance of all baseline
methods is shown in Figure 8.

4. As the research on artificial intelligence and deep learning (AD) is growing, we are
only beginning to see what this future might look like. From smart self-driving
vehicles to AI-powered robot surgeons and smart factories, computers and machines
that can learn and adapt, the world as we know it will soon change. Although we
are still in the incipient phase of AI technology, billions of dollars are being spent on
research and development, helping to drive AI advances. AI spending will increase
by more than 50% year-on-year, reaching $57.6 billion by 2021.
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6.1. Limitation of Study

This research still has some limitations. In the future, we will further consider these
limitations. For example, we will increase evaluation matrices to analyze our results from
different perspectives. We will merge destination problems with travel time estimation, taxi
demand and supply, and origin–destination mobility on demand (MOD). In this research,
our aim is to predict the next destination with the impact of geographical information,
and we will increase our prediction accuracy to reduce the customer waiting time for a
ride and driver waiting time to pick up a customer. Taxi companies could also optimize
their management to improve their service, while urban transport planners can use this
information to better plan the urban traffic. The prediction accuracy over our approach
is better as compared to prior techniques, but there are still some weaknesses in real-life
practice, such as road congestion and air pollution. We can use artificial intelligence and
deep learning technologies to tackle these challenges.

6.2. Major Concern: The Future of Transportation and How AD Is Helping Vehicles Think

Our proposed methodology is based on destination-based AD technology [51]. We
apply traffic optimization infrastructure, and, due to the efficient capabilities of AD, we
collect data, analyze them, and create solutions. Our research approach is based on the next
destination according to human behavior. Due to massive traffic flow and narrow human
vision, traffic congestion and road accidents occur. The destination-based AD solution is
developed for fully autonomous vehicles (AVs) to be used as taxis, personal transportation,
commercial transportation, etc. Self-driving cars, also called AVs, are cars that operate with
little to no human input. Due to the technology boom of AD, self-driving cars have been
receiving incredible attention. In the past few years, AD has become the most considered
research and development investment of many organizations across the world.

6.3. Cars Autonomy Levels

Self-driving has some autonomy stages referring to how much of the driving is done
by the AD versus a human. We discuss the details of the stages, where higher stages
illustrate more of the driving done by a computer. The stages are as follows.

• Stage 0. A human fully controls all functions and systems of a car.
• Stage 1. The computer may control minor things one at a time, for example automatic

braking, cruise control, or detecting something in the blind spot.
• Stage 2. The car performs two simultaneous functions with the help of a computer,

e.g., acceleration and steering. In this scenario, humans are still required for emergency
procedures and safe operation.

• Stage 3. All critical operations of a car simultaneously can be controlled by the
computer, including steering, accelerating, stopping, navigation, and parking under
most conditions. In this scenario, in the case of any emergency, the human driver is
still expected to be present.

• Stage 4. In some driving scenarios, the car is fully autonomous without any need for
a human driver. For example, when the weather is sunny or cloudy, the car can fully
drive itself but not when it is snowing and the lanes are covered.

• Stage 5. In every situation, the car is fully capable of self-driving. In Figure 11
illustrated all stages of car autonomous levels.
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Figure 11. The stages of human driving and self driving cars.

Many researchers and engineers are working hard to use a combination of various
cutting-edge software and hardware technologies to achieve self-driving. There are three
use cases in a typical self-driving system: sensing, understanding, and control. More details
are given in the Autonomous Vehicle Encyclopedia [52].

6.4. Safety and Usage Optimization of Public Transportation

• Trip planning data (public and private) is incorporated through modes and organiza-
tions, so the common public has the opportunity to assess their journey choices with
detailed travel time, cost, environmental influence, etc.

• There are centrally accessible real-time agendas for all transportation approaches.
• Automobiles and transit plans are “right-sized” so that fleets are used efficiently, and

no more vacant buses are available.
• Ticket payment is made remotely, and, for each entire journey, only one payment is

needed.
• Generally, journey times are consistent and well-communicated.
• Many of these facilities provide benefits to those with lower incomes and people with

disabilities.

6.5. AVs Future Stand Near

The intelligent traffic environment is no longer a science fiction proposition but in the
immediate future. Buses, taxis, private vehicles, planes, trains, etc. are provided to improve
the way we get around. Ford, GE, Volkswagen, Audi, Toyota, BMW, and Nissan are all
at work developing and testing AVs that will be road-ready by 2020. The U.S. Secretary
of Transportation stated at the 2015 Frankfurt Auto show that he expects autonomous
vehicles to be in use all over the world within the next 10 years.

It is anticipated that this AD transportation revolution will make our roads and
highways smoother, alleviate traffic congestion, make our transportation structures more
competitive, and make transportation more enjoyable. As AVs give people more time to
work and be productive, the tendency towards urbanization might be reversed.

The potential impact of AD on transportation is immense. The engineering of how we
drive, produce, and ship goods on Earth and potentially in space in the future will continue
to be reshaped by progress.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a new way to tackle the problem of taxi driver behavior for
next destination prediction with excellent performance, as compared the prior state-of-
the-art framework. The previous research approaches use the whole trajectory to predict
the final destination. In our approach, we rely on the individual driver rides history. The
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driver picks up and drops off the passenger according to their work shift; we take the last
visited points of the driver. Our approach is based on the instantaneous prediction, when
the driver picks up their ride and starts the ride. The resultant information is related to
the dispatcher taxi company belonging to New York cities. The benefit in the real world
of this kind of research is to reduce the customer waiting time for a ride, driver waiting
time to pick up a customer, make the taxi demand accurate, save time, and improve fuel
efficiency. The taxi companies also optimize their management to make their company have
the best service. Our approach gives the accurate information according to the driver’s
habits. The benefit of determining the driver habit about his/her rides approach is that
the urban transport planner uses this information to better plan the urban traffic. The
urban transportation planner observes and monitors the taxi driver’s behavioral habits
and updates the traffic supply schedule and traffic roots.

We propose novel DWSTTNs, encoder, and decoder parts, demonstrating how to
use the geolocated information. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to do to
present a framework that addresses this challenge as an issue of regression, rather than as
a multi-class classification. We use the LBSN online social network FourSquare to embed
the semantic geolocated information. The POI is embedded by the API of FourSquare
and, in our approach, the API is embedded in the urban zones. Considering the urban
mobility flow pattern, through pattern prediction accuracy, strongly improves the results as
compared to previous approaches. In our model, we use spatial and temporal transformers.
Both sub-transformers embed spatial and temporal information. The model has an encoder
and a decoder. Both work with the inner layers of the transformer networks. The liner
layer, scaled dot product, attention layer, and the feed-forward neural network output of
the encoder are the input of the decoder. However, our study still has some limitations. We
need to improve our research. In this perspective, in the future, we will work to integrate
different data sources—buses, subways, etc. COVID-19 also affects the transportation
system. We are working to gather datasets from different regions to visualize human
mobility. We will consider more POI from FourSquare or some external sites. We will
consider the POI graphs instead of isolated points to visualize human mobility and predict
the next destination.
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Abbreviations

ITS Intelligent Transport System
DWSTTNs Deep wide Spatial-Temporal based Transformer Networks
LBSNs Location Base Social Networks
GPS Global Positioning System
SVR Support vector regression
MLP Multi-Layer perception
KNN k-nearest neighbor
SVM Support Vector Machine
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SRCN Spatial recurrent convolutionary networks
POI Point of Interest
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
LSTM Long short-term memory
DMVST-Net Deep spatial-temporal multi-view network
ARIMA Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average
BiLSTM Bidirectional Long short-term memory
CRS Coordinate Reference1 System
NN Nearest Neighbors
FC Fully Connected
BOC Bag of Concept
W2V Word to vector
STGCN Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks
AD Artificial intelligence and Deep learning
AVs Autonomous vehicle system
SAE Stacked autoencoder
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